
Conical tin can packaging without ring



SMARTCAN, made to open
The SMARTCAN has a metal lid combined with a plastic folding edge. Together they 

seal the container and create easy and optimal opening and sealing of the 

packaging. For opening, the plastic strip has to be lifted and then folded backwards. 

To close just press the lid. The (re)sealing can be repeated continuously without 

loss of  closing quality of the lid. The SMARTCAN is available from 6 up to 12 litre 

with a 230 mm diameter. It can be inner coated for waterbased paint systems. 

The SMARTCAN does not have a UN certificate.

Tulip tin
The tulip tin (1 l) meets all the demands that one can have for a wall paint tin 

can packaging. The packaging can have an eye catching print (see our leaflet Can 

Decors) and can be opened and re-closed effortless many times without quality 

loss of your paint. The unique closure fixes itself in a sort of tulip ring on the 

inside of the body. This makes the lid sturdy, so it can easily be pressed to close 

the tin. Available in measures of capacity 11 and 16 litres and a 286 mm diameter. 

This allows you to use a wide roller and paint direct from the packaging. The tulip 

tin can be produced with an inner coating suitable for waterbased paint systems. 

The tulip tin can be decorated with offset printing as well as digital printing 

(smaller orders). The tulip tin has no UN-certificate.

Safesnap
The Safesnap lid closes on the special (turned upwards) shape of the body. The 

lid closes airtight and is easy to reclose. The Safesnap is currently being used 

by tinting machine operators. This indicates that the packaging is user friendly 

and robust (tinting machine). Available in measures of capacity of 10 and 12 

litres (diameter 230 mm) an inner coating is optional. Safesnap does not have a 

UN-certificate.

EasyFlex
The Easyflex is easy to open and reclose because of the flexible plastic edge. All 

you have to do to open the tin is to pull the plastic edge upwards and fold it 

backwards. This tin can packaging is sturdy and sustainable and offers many design 

possibilities. It is available in 10 litres (diameter 286mm). The packaging is also 

available with an inner coating suitable for waterbased paints. It is not UN-certified.

Advantages:

•   No tools necessary for 

opening or closing

•   Speedy (re)closure. No ring 

required

•   Optimal protection of filling 

goods

Conical tin can packaging 
without ring

Hildering Packaging carries a range of innovative conical tin can packaging 

in her assortment where the lid is closed without the use of a ring and 

where the lid can be repeatedly opened and closed with ease. In this 

range we can advise you the Safesnap, the Klick-safe, the Tulip tin and/or 

the Easy Flex tin can packaging. With all these packaging the lid is easily 

opened or closed without the use of tools as for instance an (can)opener. 

The end-users and the operators of tinting stations experience the ease 

of these closures satisfactorily. In short a lot of convenience without loss 

of quality.
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